Natural Birdwatching Can Reduce Anxiety, Depression and Other Mental Illness
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Introduction

Watching birds by binoculars might be embarrassment for others, but recent studies suggest to do it often for your mental wellbeing. Livingness towards watching birds helps an individual with mental illness like anxiety, depression and stress to overcome. This is seen across the age groups, according to research studies done in United Kingdom. Birdwatching can be as simple as common birds in neighborhood like sunbirds, robins, pigeons, parrots and even crows (Figure 1). Some of the research publications also suggested that, people spending less time outside world have reported more with anxiety and depression disorders. Research studies have not concluded on a particular species of birds which were able to reduce mental illness, but they have suggested that number of birds of different species where observed at parks, urban gardens, etc., could more likely to impact on positively on their mental wellbeing (Figure 2).

Earlier studies say’s that person who have ability to identify the species of bird had less chances of depression, which means that interaction with nature and birds have an positive impact on mental health. Such studies and exploration have led to think of some key components of nature which plays in our mental wellbeing. Thus, birds and nature around the home has a preventive measure in mental wellbeing, hence will make cities healthier, relaxed, happier and connected to nature (Figure 3)[1].

Increase in the urbanization, has lead to slow disconnection of men from nature, leading to increase in stress, anxiety and mood disorders. Activities in the nature has also resulted in the ressortation of mental health which are cost effective measures which can be easily implementable. Many theoretical work suggest that nature helps in restoring the mental and cognitive decline[2-3]. Increasing studies have shown that by implementing more quality green neighborhood have promoted
greater well-being and lowered anxiety and depression among population. Green neighbourhood i.e., by having more green parks & gardens have attracted more birds. Watching greenery, viewing birds and listening to bird’s songs have reduced the anxiety and depression among communities residing there (Figure 4)[4].

There are many evidences suggesting that decrease level of nature interaction leads to negative impacts in various mode to mental wellbeing. It is also indicated that any physical or mental activity done in nature with presence of birds are more effective than doing the same activity in other places. Decrease in hormone cortisol, lowering of blood pressure, pulse rate with better cognition is observed due to birding activity[5]. These mental health benefits due to interaction with nature, like bird watching, walking in garden and trekking etc., have been termed as nature doses for mental illness. There is different intensity of pleasure people experience by watching birds, which may correspond to both the number of birds (i.e. Quantity) and species (i.e. Quality) of birds present of the nature dose (Figure 5)[6].

Most of people in urban experience their interactions with wild birds as their prime experience with wild nature in their busy daily life. Hence, providing food or feed birds in their gardens or urban parks can be cheap and best means of opting for preventive mental health activity. Present days there is growing popularity garden bird feeding among urban population in western countries. It is also known fact that bird feeding helps gardens to flourish with diverse species of birds. Feeding birds and watching birds feeding at urban gardens gives immense pleasure and satisfaction of connecting with nature. Thus, it is...
significant for an individual to relate with nature, which is an indicator of that individual in his overall happiness levels (Figure 6)[7].

However, not every species are given importance, some are not preferred over others. A bird species conversation and its preference are considered by funds allocated and other aspects of people livingness to watch them regularly on demand. Factors like how appealing and how satisfied an individual feel upon watching a particular species of birds mainly implies in its conversation [8]. There is huge variation in likeability with songbirds being liked over non-song birds. Songbirds are highly colored with behaviors and rarely a source for human-bird conflicts. Few mental illnesses like attention deficit fatigue known to be get better by engaging in watching songbirds. Conversely it is seen that small number of non-song birds known to be in conflicts with human by their calling, aggression and causing damage to properties. Starling birds are also least positive in terms of tendency to strip of feeds from the songbirds, thus contributing to dislike among UK residents (Figure 7).

Birding is now a common global event and it will continue to grow in popularity. Feeding birds in urban garden birds can provide great deal of pleasure. Hence, understanding of birding & its implications for economics, conservation and ultimately, creating green spaces indulge people with nature and so maximize the mental health benefits [9]. Thus, person’s or community liking towards a bird species is a main factor influencing mental well-being of community or an individual who are observing it frequently. Bird species survival will also affect by its interaction with human, by its acceptance of its feeds from human compared to birds surviving in the bushes without any interaction. Many urban residents are totally unaware & not interested of the bird species around them. Hence, such population shall also receive less benefits from seeing the same birds compared to individuals who are more interested from within to interact with nature and birds [10].
It's very important to be connected with nature for a species to survive from getting extended. Increasing loss of interaction of humans with nature, will make humans to be in the extinction path. Urban garden. Gardens can evoke strong feelings of ownership and sense of place with many urban dwellers spending significant amounts of time there. Therefore, the nature that is found in gardens may act as an important stepping-stone in providing this connection, because it is the nature that people will experience on a daily basis and so be more familiar with. As such, relevant stakeholders and initiatives should focus on increasing urban residents’ awareness of the nature around them. Citizen science initiatives have shown that this can be an effective approach to increasing people’s nature awareness.

**Conclusion**

This study provides evidence that the well-being benefits that people receive from interacting with the birds in their garden is dependent on their familiarity with different species, and that these benefits are enhanced by increased species richness. Attention should be given to strategies that focus on increasing the diversity of songbirds within urban green spaces, along with increasing the ability of recreational green space users to recognize different components of the natural environment. Combined these approaches will enhance both the well-being benefits that people receive from interacting with nature and the biological complexity of urban green spaces. Bird feeders provide a powerful tool for people to engage with the natural world in their own garden, and so act as an important stepping-stone for a wider connectedness to nature. People with a greater connection to nature are more likely to be aware of, and support, conservation issues in the wider landscape. So, feeding birds can be seen as an important tool in reconnecting people to the natural world, so helping to mediate the extinction of experience.
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